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ELDERLY CARE
- BUILDING
CAPACITY AND
KNOWLEDGE FOR
THE FUTURE

Brief introduction to
the services of Swedish
University Outreach

+

About us
Swedish University Outreach is a company creating a
bridge - connecting Swedish academics and practitioners
with international clients.
We offer turnkey solutions support to private, public
and non-governmental clients to develop improve or
implement projects, programs, assessments and
evaluations.
Our aim is to facilitate and release the potential of
international co-operation for the benefit of our clients
and society.

Area of expertise
Organisation and leadership

Human Resources and
competences

•

•
•
•
•

Staffing profiles
Education & Training
HR development
Employment branding

•
•
•

Public procurement, ex:
•
•
•
•
•

Design and equipment

Keys to Sustainable
Public Procurement
Tools for successful
contracts & delivery
To understand the
buyer/supplier roles
To be a good byer
Bid management

Contact us
Email:
info@swedishuniversi
tyoutreach.se

www.swedishuniversityoutreach.se

Concepts of
organisation
Concepts of steering
Strategic & Operative
Management
Methods & Systems for
control, auditing and
quality assurance

•
•
•
•
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Service design
Digital Resources and
Technical solutions
Design of exterior &
interior environments
Equipment & Material

OUR OFFER TO INTERNATIONAL CLIENTS

Sweden has a long experience of professional
elderly care. Both delivered by public institutions
and delivered by private suppliers with public
support. Our experience has gained us access to
both best practices and learning experiences with
different kinds of systems, suppliers and policies.
Swedish University Outreach is now able to share
these experiences with international clients. We
have a large network of people, representing
different stakeholder perspective in this area.
Ranging from suppliers, byers, policymakers,
politicians and users to the researchers.
Our experience in setting up learning environments
of capacity building programs will allow us to deliver
first hand experiences and knowledge in a very
effective and stimulating way. We offer programs
and seminars in a wide range of areas (se left).
Contact us for a discussion about your needs and
how we can set up a program that will enable your
development.

